
Lisa Speece, Spanish Teacher



The purpose of the iBb is to help teachers prepare their students to be the workforce that Berks County will 
need tomorrow and in the future. 



I was fortunate to be placed at Tower Health where I was able to observe positions 
which require all educational levels.  

Some positions (such as grounds and hospitality) do not have any educational 
requirements at all. 

Patient Access Representative and Guest Service Representatives require only a 
high school diploma or GED.

Medical Assistants require a certification which can be earned in a variety of programs 
which range from 6 - 24 months after high school graduation.

LPNs attend a 2-year nursing school after high school graduation.  RNs also attend 
nursing school.

Some Positions require college degrees.  Many nurses as well as the translators and 
patient advocates usually hold college degrees.



Salary Ranges for Tower Health vary based on the position and education of the hire.  
Starting Pay for the GSR position which I observed is $10.14/hour.  Most positions 
are hourly and employees can earn shift differentials for working evenings, nights, 
weekends, and holidays.

The greatest asset of Tower Health is a combination of the facilities (which are 
constantly growing with acquisitions and construction) and the abundant workforce in 
Berks County.  They also benefit from their own nursing school and local training 
programs in medical fields.

Tower Health is at the forefront in medical technology and has some highly 
sophisticated medical equipment which requires specialized training.  Most entry level 
jobs require a basic understanding of windows based programs along with training on 
the specific medical equipment which is utilized in the target job or department.



The greatest challenge facing Tower Health is creating a hiring and maintaining a 
qualified workforce to serve the many facilities which it operates.  This issue is being 
addressed through recruitment at local training schools as well as high schools.  They 
conduce job fairs and have online application processes in place.  They are trying to 
maintain their workforce by providing above average compensation and superior work 
environments for their employees. 

Tower Health recently acquired five additional regional hospitals and is working on 
streamlining its operations to provide a continuity of experience for patients and 
employees at all of its facilities.   This issue is being address with hospital 
administrations and workers unions at the acquired hospitals.



My role at ETHS
I am primarily a Spanish II teacher.  I serve 2 distinct populations of students.  The 
majority of my students are taking Spanish because they have a “clear college 
path”.  They plan to graduate from high school and attend a four-year college 
before beginning their career.

The other population of students that I teach are heritage-speakers (those who 
speak Spanish in the home).  Some of these students may have a clear college 
path, but overwhelmingly when I discuss college with them, their plans are not as 
concrete as their counterparts.



Why this disparity?
Many of my heritage speakers are linked to their family’s well-being in ways that 
traditional students are not.

They may feel responsible for helping to raise younger siblings or to provide 
financially to the family.

But more often, they are their family’s link to the community.  They spend their life 
serving as an interpreter for their older family members (parents, grandparents) in 
business and healthcare matters.



Purpose:
1. To provide students who are already interested in attending college 

information about career opportunities within Tower Health in which Spanish 
would be an asset.  

To bring viable enrichment activities into my school for heritage Speakers that 
would enable them to prepare for a job in a local business with a variety of 
positions and opportunities for further education and advancement.  

It is important that some of these jobs do not require a 4-year degree or studying 
at a school far from the students’ homes.

2.



Tower Health Reading is the Hub of the Tower Health System, which includes 6 
hospitals and all associated buildings (22 in Reading alone).



Tower health has approximately 1600 different job titles in the Reading location.  It 
employs around 7300 people. Making it the second largest employer in Berks 
County.

Melinda Dankanich, Talent Acquisition Manager



Available positions are listed on TowerHealth.org and change daily.

The day I checked, there were 277 available positions in Reading.



The Tower Health Human Resources Department is responsible for hiring all kinds 
of positions, not just doctors and nurses.  There seems to be a job for almost 
every interest, experience level, and educational background.

Although bilingual workers are not paid more, it does make them a more attractive 
candidate as the hospital services many Spanish-speakers.  

All jobs are listed with a pay grade that gives a range of possible hourly pay which 
is actually based on the person’s education and experience.  Jobs at 40 or more 
hours each 2 weeks qualify for benefits such as healthcare and tuition 
reimbursement.

Annual performance and merit based raises are offered as well as shift differentials 
for night and weekend positions.



Melanie Bolkovich, Recruiter
Melanie’s job is to place people into appropriate positions in the hospital.  This 
includes reviewing applications, setting up and attending interviews (with 
supervisors), and making job offers.



All positions require a background check (which is run by the hospital after the 
interview process), a drug test, and vaccines and medical certification by 
Occupational Health.



Application Tips from a real recruiter

1. Check every day.  The positions change that often.

2.   Give as much information as possible on an application including your 
current area of study and all of the duties covered in your previous positions.

3.    Remember that how you work determines if you will work.  Managers assign 
points for things such as poor attendance, tardiness, and calling out at the last 
minute.  Managers can also create notes on your file for other behavioral issues.  
When you leave a position, the manager must mark you as “rehirable” if they 
would be willing to work with you again.



Devon Santoro, Patient Advocate
“How we say things matters.”
Patient advocacy resolves patient concerns about their care while at the hospital 
in an effort to improve the patient experience for individuals and overall.  They are 
responsible for everything from lost items to complaints of poor communication.

They are like quality assurance when it comes to patient care and they deal mostly 
with inpatient issues (as issues at outlying buildings are covered by practice 
managers).  There are 5 patient advocates in the department which works with 
Risk Management, Patient Safety, and Quality Improvement.

Each week advocates rotate between the Emergency Department (where there is 
always an advocate), the office (where they deal with phoned-in issues including 
things that arise in the Spruce Pavilion), and making rounds on the nursing floors.  



Advocates are each responsible for a project that seeks to improve the patient 
experience.  When I met with Devon, her project was a Patient/Family Advisory 
Council which she seeks to start later this year.  Improvement will be based on the 
survey which the hospital is required to administer by the state of Pennsylvania.  
These surveys affect medicaid/medicare reimbursement.

Advocates use a variety of methods to resolve issues including family meetings in 
which the patient/family meet in the advocacy office with an advocate and the 
supervisors from the nursing unit to discuss and resolve issues.

All advocates in this department have at least a 4 year degree as well as other 
experience in health care.  They work daylight, week day hours only.  One patient 
advocate is bilingual.



Adrianna Kautter, 
Director of Patient Experience and Interpreting Services

Medical Interpreters play an important role in bridging the language and cultural 
gap enabling all people to access healthcare.  The beliefs, values, and cultural 
practices of a person often affect their understanding of the world (and therefore 
their outlook on healthcare).

They are the voice of the patient and provider .

I’m not there.  I’m just their voice.



There are 18 interpreters at the hospital, but they are in need of more (up to a full 
staff of 32).  They are scheduled in 8 hour shifts during the day or evening.  There 
are interpreters on call for the night shift.

Some departments have dedicated interpreters.  The Emergency Department has 
an interpreter for both shifts and one interpreter handles the heart, cancer, and 
surgical units.  The other interpreters are on a beeper and visit areas all over the 
hospital.

Although most interpreters are first or second generation Americans who grew up 
in a Spanish-Speaking home, there are many other language issues to consider.  
In order to do this kind of work, you must learn a lot of medical terminology that 
most people are not presented in their home.  The patients also come from many 
different countries with different accents, dialects, and in some cases vocabulary.  



1 hour written portion

100 terms translate Spanish-English or 
English-Spanish

Given images of medical items, write the 
name Spanish and English

1/2 hour oral portion

Examinee is recorded translating a two sided 
conversation between a patient and a 
medical professional.  The conversation is an 
audio recording with pauses long enough for 
the examinee to interpret for each side.

Student is given a document in English and 
must read it aloud in Spanish.

Interpreters are the only job description that require a Spanish proficiency test. 



To work as a hospital interpreter, you must pass the proficiency test described 
previously.  And have a genuine desire to learn more (because the information on 
that test is just the tip of the iceberg).  

After a year, they begin to prepare for the national board certification via 

CCHI (Certification Commission for Healthcare Interpreters) or 

NBCMI (National Board of Certified Medical Interpreters)

Interpreters are usually in training for 6-8 weeks before they are able to do things 
on their own.  





Carol Ruiz, Senior Interpreter
Although the position is very rewarding, it is also very demanding.  Interpreters 
sometimes to have be present in procedures that are very long (45 min - 4 hours) 
in which the patient is partially sedated.  

Interpreters are never alone with patients.  They translate only when a provider is 
present and they translate word for word what the patient or provider is saying (no 
matter what kind of language is used).  Side note: I got to hear her translate 
“Bangin’ ”  when a member of a patient group was discussing food.  She just said 
deliciosa.

Interpreters are sometimes required to be sworn in under oath during 302 
hearings.



Iveliz Melendez, Guest Service Attendant
Ivy is very friendly and outgoing.  She works efficiently and always seems to be 
smiling.  Her job is done in one of the 9 public entrances to the hospital.  2 of 
these desks are 24 hours (ED and 5th Ave), but most GSAs work days and 
evenings.  When I observed her, she was in the T - lobby where operating room 
suites and pre-admission testing are done.

GSA are responsible for logging-in visitors, checking identifications, and printing 
visitor tags.  She gives directions to their destination and helps with other things 
such as bus schedules, calling for shuttles, and restricting visitors as requested by 
some patients.



GSAs can be full time, part time, or per diem.  This is one of the many non-degree 
career options at tower health that still provide benefits such as tuition 
reimbursement and healthcare.

Other non-degree careers available include:
Nutrition/Dietary
Environmental Services
Maintenance
Administrative Assistants
Personal Care Assistant
Patient Representatives
Centran (patient transporters)

Some of these positions 
require a great deal of 
public interaction and 
having some customer 
service experience prior to 
applying is helpful.



Center for Public Health
The center for Public Health is in the Doctor's Office Building and is a Ryan-White 
Funded program with a current patient population of 850.  It  is responsible for the 
total well-being of the HIV-positive community and includes all PCP, specialty, 
mental and spiritual health services.

All new-hires are required to be fluent in Spanish because 50% of their population 
is hispanic with 18% requiring interpretations service for provider visits.

Because providers are not bilingual and noone on the office staff is a 
state-certified medical interpreter, the office must use IRIS to communicate during 
provider visits.  I had the opportunity to observe this in an appointment.  IRIS is a 
dial up video conference service that is done with an iPad on a mobile form.



Damai, Medical Assistant, Center for Public Health
Damai is responsible for starting the visits including taking the patient to the room 
and getting the vital signs.  She is also responsible for recording and ordering all 
medication and doing medical procedures and tests as ordered by the providers.

Damai also helps patients complete all the medical and financial paperwork that 
qualifies them for this publicly funded service free of charge.  This paperwork is 
not available in Spanish and must be completed every 6 months.



Urgent Care, Berkshire Heights/Wyomissing
The positions (other than providers) at the urgent care are Medical Assistant and 
Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN).  I did not see any patient access representatives 
in the urgent care, though the attached imaging center had a PAR to register and 
schedule patients.

2 of the LPNs that I observed were bilingual and there were 5 patients that they 
spoke with in Spanish.  When the provider enters the room, the family can 
interpret for the patient or the office can use a dial-up phone service.  I did not 
have the opportunity to observe the dial-up service.



Emergency Department
There are many jobs in the Emergency Department and time moves quickly here 
as you are always busy.  Other than providers, I observed Registered Nurses 
(RNS) - there are no LPNs in the Emergency Department, Personal Care 
Assistants (PCA), Guest Service Assistants (GSA), Family Services, 
Housekeeping, Transporters, Pharmacy, Patient Advocates, Interpreters, and 
Patient Access Representatives (PAR).

Because the ED is a department with a dedicated interpreter, they rarely use a dial 
up interpretation service, though when the patient is not with a provider, 
interpretation can be done internally via phone or vocera (which is kind of like a 
walkie-talkie system).



GSRs - Selena and Nicole
While in the ED, I job shadowed with 2 GSR.  Selena was registering patients as 
they entered the ED before they were put into a room.  She took names, 
addresses, general complaints, and had them sign the forms necessary for 
treatment.

Nicole visited patients once they were in a room to verify insurance and have them 
sign the financial paperwork.  She pushed a computer on a cart from room to 
room.  



Children’s Health Center
This is a Primary Care office located just outside the hospital.  Due to the location, 
their population is 80% or more Spanish-speaking.  I even got the check-in one of 
my bilingual students when I was job shadowing here.

The positions here include 7 Providers, LPNs, and Patient Service 
Representatives (PSRs).  Both the LPN (Lilly) and PSR (Magaly) at the front 
check-in/check-out areas were bilingual and I observed them in conversation with 
several patients and parents.

Interpretation for the providers is done by dial-up service if it is necessary.











Patient Access 
Representative

Juego de dados



1. PAR asks who your are visiting and your name.
2. PAR asks one other identifying question based on the 

dice roll. 
3. PAR gives directions based on dice roll.  (one roll for the 

first turn, 2 rolls for the second turn, 3 rolls for the third 
turn).

4. Practice the scenario until each person is ready to record.  
Record the conversation when YOU are the PAR under 
your name on schoology.  You should supply 2 directions 
based on the dice roll in step 3  You will be assessed 
using the oral presentation rubric.



1. ¿Le ha visitado antes?
2. ¿Cuál es su número de teléfono?
3. ¿Cuál es su dirección? 
4. ¿Cuál es su fecha de nacimiento?
5. ¿Tiene Usted identificación?
6. ¿Cuál es su fecha de nacimiento? 

1. Go up the stairs
2. Go up the elevator
3. Go down the stairs
4. On the right
5. On the left
6. Straight Ahead 



Necessary Vocabulary
What is your name? - ¿Cómo se llama usted?

Who are you visiting? - ¿A quién visita? 

Have you visited him/her before? - ¿Ha visitado antes?

Address - dirección ave - avenida, street - calle

Birthdate (includes year) - fecha de nacimiento. Remember how to say dates in 
Spanish: day, month, year in thousands

Up - sube                     down - baja

Stairs - escalera           elevator - ascensor

Right - a la derecha     left - a la izquierda           straight ahead - todo recto



Spanish I or II Lesson Plan
Primary objective: TSWBAT have a conversation in Spanish in which they check the identification of the 
person they are presented with and give directions to a patient room.

Secondary Objective: TSWBAT practice vocabulary knowledge and pronunciation used in a typical job 
at a local hospital.

ACTFL Standards: 1.1 Communicate in the target language 1.2 Interpret the target language 1.3 Present 
information in the target language 3.1 Connect learning of the target language to other curriculum  5.1 Use 
target language to communicate beyond the classroom 5.1 Set goals for lifelong learning

CEW Standards:13.1.11.C Analyze changing roles of individuals in the workplace 

Materials: Student chromebook (schoology app for recording, rubric, directions)
                 Prepared Padlet
                 Projection of directions
                 Dice (2/group)



Rationale: One of the positions you would encounter at a hospital is a Patient Access Representative.  This 
person is responsible for registering visitors, providing a visitor badge, and giving directions to the patient room.  
This is one position in our community where Spanish is a benefit to you and your employer.  Today we will 
practice a Spanish conversation based on this job description.

Opening Activity:  Use Padlet to brainstorm words and phrases that you might need in this position.  (Some of 
these words may be added to the necessary vocabulary list).  Teacher will ask leading questions to get 
additional vocabulary as listed on the necessary vocabulary page.

Procedures: Go over directions page and allow time to use dice to practice and record conversations.

Assessment: Formative - Teacher conferencing and check-ins
                      Summative - Oral presentation rubric on Schoology



Career Seminar Presentations 

Working with guidance and/or ESL support, I would like to present information in a seminar setting.

The primary audience for these seminars would be students who are interested in healthcare careers 
which do not require a 4-year degree and Heritage Spanish-Speakers.



Career Seminar Topics and CEW standards
1. What jobs are available near me?  What makes a job a “good” job? (benefits and 

what they add to compensation) CEW: 13.1.11
2. Application and interview skills (see Melinda’s presentation from Tower Health HR 

as given in nursing school classes) CEW: 13.2.11
3. What kind of education do I need and what is the best way pay for it?  Seeking 

grants, scholarships, and reimbursement programs to help me pay for my 
education. CEW: 13.1.11 (D & F)

4. Meeting with an HR member who could discuss the hiring process from the other 
side.  What do you look for in an applicant?  What makes you overlook someone 
who might otherwise be suitable? CEW:13.2.11

5. Meetings with workers to discuss their jobs and how they got there - especially 
people who did not have a clear college path.  Several of these meetings can be 
scheduled using contacts that I made while at Tower Health. CEW: 13.1.11, 
13.2.11


